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Welcome, great Minecraft player! I Sethc am about to
take you on a journey you will never forget! Just grab
some diamond armor and hold on tight!
Today we will be exploring seed 1754 the seed that has
many strange occurrences and EPIC views! Here is a list
of some of the amazing things:
• Villagers are able to sleep on any block! It doesn’t
have to be a bed!
• Ruined portal close to spawn!
• Village
• Mushroom biome that’s NOT an island
• Lava pool
• Glitched plateau
• Mayor villagers house!

LYING VILLAGERS
In seed 1754 there is a rare chance that you will
find a villager lying on some blocks that aren’t a
bed. If you then mine the villagers bed the
villager will stand back up. For example, if there
is a fisherman lying on the floor, you can go to
the fisherman’s house, smash his bed and he’ll
stand back up again. This may happen at any
distance from the bed.

Ruined portal
In seed 1754 there is a ruined portal at
coordinates _______ in the chest it
contains 6 obsidian, an enchanted golden
spade and some iron nuggets. There isn’t
anything unusual about this portal but its
just good to know if you’re playing survival
in seed 1754. It is half in a mushroom
biome and half in a plain’s biome.

Village
In seed 1754 there is a village very close to the
spawn. It’s easy to find and has LYING
VILLAGERS* and is famous for its shortage of
loot. There is not ONE loot chest in the whole
village! This is defiantly not a good place for
survival mode! It has one iron golem and a
luxury house that looks like it belongs to the
mayor.

*See page 2

Mushroom biome
The most notable thing about seed 1754 is that
there is an extremely large mushroom biome
that is NOT an island. It has a ruined portal in it
and a few deep caverns with iron and stone in
them. The mushroom biome stretches over
hundreds and hundreds of blocks and is very
easy to find.

Lava pool
Near the village at coordinates _____ there
are two lava pools side by side. This isn’t
very glitched but its good to know if you’re
planning on going to the nether!

Plateau
Right next to the spawn there is a group of
blocks arranged in a perfect cube shape
like in the image below: this is a little odd
and very uncommon to be naturally
generated. It’s not the strangest thing in
this seed but it should still be taken note
of.

Mayor’s house
If you look at one of the giant mountains in
the village you will see a giant villagers
house sitting at the top. There is a huge
beetroot farm, two levels plus a bookshelf.
This suggests that the house belonged to a
very important villager like the mayor!

Conclusion
Well I hope you enjoyed this book and will play
in this seed and give ALL this stuff a go. This is
bye from Seth!

